THE BONKERS BOOK OF JOBS (8-12)

Discover your own BONKERS JOB!
What's the smelliest job?The scariest? The Most disgusting? And which bonkers job
would you like to do in the future.
around.

helps you choose the tastiest, weirdest and stupidest jobs

Complete the quiz in the final chapter and find out the perfect job for you.

9
RRP: £7.9

CAMERON TIBERIUS McPHERSON
AND HIS MAGIC CHAIR (8-12)

Cameron Tiberius McPherson and his eccentric mum, Lulu, live on the top floor of
Grimethorpe Towers in the town of Pimple.
Their lives are turned upside down when a huge tornado arrives, bringing the magical
mechanic, Mr Pea. He gives Cameron a golden wheelchair, a chair that enables
Cameron to do things he never thought possible.
But as he comes to grips with how his chair works, he comes up against dark forces in
Pimple society. Can he now be the hero he always wanted to be...?

9
RRP: £7.9

KEEPING CLEAR OF PARADISE STREET (8-12)

In the 1950s there was no Internet, no iPhones, no games consoles, no colour TV.
Sounds grim?
Actually there was good stuff too. What kind of stuff? Well how about... secret tunnels...
flea circuses... Saturday morning cinema... cows in the back garden?
Cows in the back garden!? Yep. The past was a strange place.
And Brian Moses was there. Of course, he wasn't so 'old' back then. He was around your
age. Old enough to be your friend! Read stories of killer crabs, teachers armed with
baseball bats, and grenades that washed up on the beach.

9
RRP: £7.9

THE LUCY WILSON MYSTERIES (8-12)

Lucy Wilson doesn't want to move from London to sleepy South Wales. But when she
arrives at her new seaside home, it doesn't appear to be as boring as she expected.
Ogmore-by-Sea seems to be under the control of a mysterious and powerful force. But
why is Lucy its target? And why, when students at her new school start to disappear,
does no one seem to care?
Fantastic adventures with monsters, ghosts, aliens and time travel.

9
RRP: £7.9

THE PHOENIX AND THE CARPET (8-12)

is the sequel to E. Nesbit’s beloved
and the second book in the Psammead trilogy.

,

When Cyril, Anthea, Robert, Jane and Lamb find a mysterious egg, the adventure of a
lifetime begins.
With the help of their magical new friend, the Phoenix, the five siblings travel to exotic
lands and befriend royalty, rescue treasures and meet one hundred and ninety-nine
cats!
This heart-warming children’s classic (featuring brand new illustrations by
Steve Beckett) is sure to delight readers young and old.

9
RRP: £6.9

artist

THOSE KIDS NEXT DOOR (8-12)

It doesn’t matter where they go or what they do, trouble finds them! They argue.
They fight. They are trouble magnets!
So when the pranksters arrive at Budleigh Cottage, in the middle of nowhere, with its
five bedrooms, massive garden, pond, woods and no moaning neighbours, they
cannot believe their luck.
The nearest house is over two hundred metres away and it is owned by an elderly
couple, Arthur and Margaret. But, Arthur and Margaret may have a few tricks of their
own with which to fight back. Have those kids next door met their match?

9
RRP: £8.9

TOMMY PARKER (8-12)

Whilst the idea of time travel seems like great fun, an innocent trip into the past could
have devastating consequences.
When Tommy Parker goes to his grandpa's house for the summer he has no idea that
his life is about to change forever. But that's exactly what happens when he uncovers a
fantastic secret: a pen that lets him travel through his memories and alter the past!
Flora and Archie & Harriet and Lily’s lives are soon entwined in a way that they could
never have imagined possible.

9
RRP: £6.9

REVENGE OF THE CANNIBAL CHICKENS
(8-12)

Cannibal chickens.
Roosters driving trucks.
Dastardly villains.
Elvis eggsley.
Who can be trusted?
Dougy and Dermot are out for revenge! Join them on this terrifying and eggscitingride
through slicers and dicers, as they fight for the freedom of chickens everywhere!Who
will come out on top in this eggstraordinary tasteful tale of deception and betrayal?

9
RRP: £6.9

BECKY BLOOMSFIELD (8-15)

Ever since Mum died life has been hard for eleven-year-old Becky Bloomsfield, but
everything gets turned upside down when Dad brings home his new girlfriend, Posh
Penny!
Not only does Becky feel like her mum is being replaced, but Dad no longer seems to
have time for her either! Everything becomes so much harder when she is accused of
stealing and falls out with her best friend Cassie.
Will Becky get her dad and her best friend back? Or has life as Becky knew it changed
forever?

9
RRP: £7.9

THE HOUSE ON MARCH LANE (8-15)

In 1836, Harriet’s papa, a ship’s officer on HMS Beagle, returns from a long journey at
sea. On his arrival home, Harriet and her friend Lily become involved in a dangerous
secret with tragic consequences.
Almost two centuries later, Flora’s best friend Archie experiences a ghostly encounter
at her dad’s reclamation and salvage yard.
The haunting takes the two friends on a detective adventure with a difference, and
leads them to an unexpected and supernatural discovery.
Flora and Archie & Harriet and Lily’s lives are soon entwined in a way that they could
never have imagined possible.

9
RRP: £6.9

I WAS A TEENAGE SPY (8-15)

It’s 1967, the ‘summer of love’, and the height of the cold war. Shy spy film fan Philip
Williams wakes up one night to find an intruder in his room.
This is just the start of an adventure which takes Philip on a wild adrenalin-fuelled ride
across the length and breadth of England, accompanied by a teenage secret agent
Elise, in the hunt for a Russian mole at the heart of the British spy establishment.
With MI6 disabled and communications down, can Philip and Elise catch the mole. Will
they survive the trip? And will Philip win the heart of the enigmatic young Elise? Well,
two out of three is not bad!

9
RRP: £7.9

THE NORRIS GIRLS (8-15)

Dad is away in a dangerous place, but life must go on for the Norris girls. Beth dreams
of being in the school musical, especially when super cool Josh gets the lead part.
Georgy trains every day, trying to win a place in the Inter-Counties Athletics
Championships, but first she has to beat her arch-rival, Layla. And Katie wants an
animal to look after – a dog or cat or a rabbit would do, but if she could choose one
thing in the whole world it would be a pony.
Filled with tears and laughter, heartache and longing, this is Little Women for the
twenty-first century.
“The Norris Girls is a great read and a total page-turner.” – Jacqueline Wilson

9
RRP: £7.9

SOMETHING I SHOULD KNOW (8-15)

Thirteen-year-old Olivia wants to know the truth. She doesn’t want to go through her
whole life wondering who her dad is and what it would be like to meet him. But her
mum is so secretive about the whole thing: all she will say is that it’s complicated and
Olivia is too young to understand.
So, when Olivia’s cousin Charlie suggests they take matters into their own hands and
contact reality TV show
, where they reunite family members who’ve
lost touch, she knows this could be her only chance.
Together, the two girls fill in the online application form – and it all looks so easy!
They are invited to appear on the show and travel to Greece to meet Alexandros
Papadopoulos, her mum’s ex and Olivia’s dad. But all is not as it seems. Someone is
hiding the truth about Olivia’s real father. Who is he? Where is he? And how will he feel
when he discovers the daughter he never knew he had?

9
RRP: £7.9

THE ANIMAL SAYS… (3-7)

From Buzzz to Zzz...
This delightful book brings each animal to life with colourful
illustrations and interesting facts for young readers.
Your little ones will love making the animal sounds with you,
stimulating physical, emotional and cognitive development.

RRP: £10

MONSTERS NEXT DOOR (3-7)

Sam has a feeling there are monsters next door.
No one else thinks so, but Sam isn't sure.
Every day, out of the window they stare
To see any sign of a monster out there.
Strange sounds and sights, bumps in the night
Weird, spooky shapes under the moonlight.
The week before Christmas, Sam will dare
To discover the truth of the things over there...

9
RRP: £7.9

JACKSON’S DREAM (3-7)

Jackson loves frankfurters. In fact he adores them!
BUT ONE DAY SOMETHING VERY STRANGE HAPPENS!
Jackson’s Dream tells the adventure of a boy fulfilling a long-held dream. He turns into
a frankfurter with an enormous appetite!
A wonderfully anarchic and funny book for fans of frankfurters.

9
RRP: £7.9

